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A man wakes up in a safehouse, the wind buffeting the tin roof. It is the UK in 2069. 
He is Outside, in a toxic landscape of farmland and poor communities. Though his 
memory is stilted, he knows two things: his prison number and his journey from 
Inside the Dome, a rich high-tech, high-surveillance megacity. Battered and 
confused from his experience in Dome Corp’s prison system, “I didn’t escape” he 
says, “I got released”.  
 
As prisoner A168NPR relays his story to his rescuer Rose, he begins to piece 
together his memories and nightmares: flashbacks to horrific medical operations, 
secret bio-technology labs and heavy handed security. Are his memories of prison 
real? Who was he before he was incarcerated? Did he really manage to hack his 
personal probation bot? Who he can trust? Does his aching body hold the key to a 
complex conspiracy at the heart of Dome Corp? 
 
Project Zed is 29 minute radio play, a sci-fi conspiracy co-written with prisoners at 
HMP Lincoln in November 2019. It is part Ruth Beale’s two-year commission with 
Mansions of the Future, The Free and the Unfree.  
 
Project Zed was created with a self-selecting group of four male prisoners, facilitated 
by Ruth Beale with drama therapist Sonia Rossington. Through discussions about 
civic engagement, society, utopias and dystopias, the group worked together on 
world building excercises and roleplay  to devise the characters and plot. Each of the 
co-writers - J.K., Pat, Stephen and Daniel - hold a shared license of the script to 
reproduce the play.  
 
After an open call to Lincoln-based actors, the play was recorded remotely by actors 
in isolation. Professionally produced during lockdown in Lincoln, Sheffield and 
London, the recordings were then pieced together into the play. The play premieres 
on National Prison Radio (available to prisoners in England and Wales) on 17th 
August 2020.  
 
 



CREDITS: 
 
A168NPR: Curtis Clapham 
Rose: Rebecca Gethings 
Doctor X: Bill Rodgers 
Zanco and the Drone: Joe Haydon 
Prison A.I.: Ruth Beale 
Screaming prisoner: Christian Statham 
Co-writers: Ruth Beale, Daniel, J.K., Patrick and Steven  
Director & Producer: Ruth Beale 
Dramaturgy: Anita Sullivan 
Editing & sound design: John Thursfield 
Workshop assistant: Sonia Rossington  
 
Commissioned by Mansions of the Future - an arts and cultural hub in Lincoln and 
funded by Arts Council's Ambitions for Excellence Fund.  
 
 


